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CKW Financial Group Recognized as Top Guns Manager 
by Informa Investment Solutions  

Honolulu, Hawaii, November, 2016 – CKW announces its recognition of Top Guns status by Informa 
Investment Solutions' PSN manager database. (Global / International Balanced Universe)  

Co-portfolio managers Lynne Kinney and Carl Choy are honored to receive 4 stars by PSN’s Top Guns. 

Utilizing a proprietary blend of Informa Investment Solutions’ top priority performance screens, PSN Top Guns 
ranks products in six proprietary star categories in over 50 universes. This is a highly anticipated quarterly 
ranking and is widely used by institutional asset managers and investors. 

Top Guns receive a star rating in the range from one to six. The stars indicate the continued performance over 
length of time. CKW was named a Top Gun with a star rating of 4 meaning… 

4-Star Category: Products with this rating must have an R-Squared of 0.80 or greater relative to the style 
benchmark for the recent five-year period. Moreover, products must have returns greater than the style 
benchmark for the three latest three-year rolling periods. The top ten returns for the latest three-year period 
then become the TOP GUNS.  

CKW is GIPS compliant and the fund’s performance is verified by an independent third-party. At the time of the 
Award, CKW Opportunistic Global Balanced Fund had 284.9 million in Assets Under Management (“AUM”).  
CKW as a firm has several discretionary strategies for its institutional and individual clients where they act as 
the Fiduciary as of 9/30/16. CKW manages over $1 billion in AUM as a firm. 

"We congratulate CKW on their distinction as a PSN Top Gun. This highly anticipated quarterly ranking 
recognizes elite performers on the leading investment manager database in North America and is widely used 
by institutional asset managers and investors across our platform,” said Leno Toich, Managing Director of 
Informa Investment Solutions.  “PSN Top Guns ranks products in six proprietary star categories in over 50 
universes.” 

The complete list of PSN Top Guns and an overview of the methodology can be located on 
http://www.informais.com/resources/psn-top-guns.  

For more details on the methodology behind the PSN Top Guns Rankings or to purchase PSN Top Guns 
Reports, contact Ruth Calderon at ruth.calderon@informais.com.  


